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WHY THE WORLD NEEDS ALGAE 

ENERGYbits® Founder Catharine Arnston wants you to know that wellness is not only achievable, it is fast,  
easy and natural with algae. She paints a very compelling argument as to why algae may be our last shot at  
being properly nourished so we can put a stop to skyrocketing chronic diseases and heal our environment.  

 
Algae is desperately needed because our world is toxic, our oceans are polluted, our soil is lifeless, our food 
is inflammatory, our drug use is escalating, our mental health is suffering and our chronic disease is 
skyrocketing. We are so undernourished our bodies can’t function and we are experiencing what scientists 
refer to as “The Great Nutrient Collapse” If we are to survive, something has to change.  
 
Algae tablets can help. Algae is the highest-protein, highest-chlorophyl, most nutrient-dense, sustainable  
super-food in the world. It effortlessly and instantly nourishes the body and brain, removes toxins, prevents  
or reverses most chronic disease and more. Algae is also the most scientifically studied food in the world.  

 
But until ENERGYbits® came along, algae’s extraordinary health benefits (documented in almost 100,000  
studies) have remained unknown. Catharine and ENERGYbits® have worked tirelessly for thirteen years,  

travelling the country, educating consumers, giving presentations, speaking on podcasts, designing friendly 
packaging and creating educational materials to help bridge the enormous knowledge gap about algae.  

 
ENERGYbits® algae tablets are nutrient dense “bits of food” that can replace supplements, snacks, protein,  
vegetables or even meals. Their algae is grown in fresh water, air dried and pressed into tiny tablets that  
are swallowed (or chewed like nuts). One ingredient, forty nutrients, keto, vegan, raw and third party tested  
their “bits” are safe for all ages from children to teens and grandparents. Pets love them too. ENERGYbits®  
makes nutrition fast and fun so you can effortlessly feed your body, fuel your brain and protect your health.  
 
You may be unfamiliar with algae but it isn’t new. Algae is a multi-billion-dollar agricultural crop in Asia  
where it has been used daily for fifty years. Algae is endorsed by NASA as the most nutrient dense food in  
the world and by the United Nations as the answer to world hunger (it has the highest protein in the world - 
3 x steak). But algae does far more than feed your body and stop hunger.  
 
Algae also improves energy, longevity, brain health, gut health, mitochondria health, immune health,  
reduces inflammation, removes toxins and stops chronic disease. But none of this is known outside of Asia. 
Catharine and ENERGYbits® are changing this because algae could be our last chance to be healthy again.  
 
Twelve years ago, Catharine helped her sister recover from breast cancer with an alkaline diet. In the  
process she discovered algae - the most nutrient-dense food in the world with medicinal benefits unknown  
to the Western world. Catharine knew she had to do something to get the word out and so ENERGYbits®  
was born. Thanks to her efforts, algae is now being recognized as the most important food of the future  
that may also restore the health of our children, reverse our chronic disease and heal our earth. Not bad for  
something that’s been here for four billion years. Maybe it’s time we paid some attention to it.  
 
Learn more at www.energybits.com 
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